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What is your #1 tip or advice for the beginning plein air painter?
 
Persevere in less than ideal environments such as rain, wind, noise, bugs, etc. The 
results from being unwilling to "throw in the Towel" are often surprising. Hang in there.

If you could only have 5 colors on your palette, what would they be?
 
Don't ever ask a Pastel artist this question, we never have enough colors! When oil 
painting, I think you can't go wrong with the primaries, Magenta, Cyan, & Yellow, with 
White and Gamblin Chromatic Black to get what ever color you're after.

Why do you choose to paint in the wild plein air rather than in the 
controlled environment of the studio?
 
This question could be the subject for an entire book. Just a few quick responses are, 
the challenge of painting from life, the COLOR, the movement, the unexpected light 
effects, natures grand designs, fresh air, and the interaction with people who are seeing 
a painting being made for the first time in their lives. All of these inspire and excite me.

What was your most hair-raising extreme plein air painting 
experience?
 
Just recently a driver plowed through a chain link fence and Cemetery just 25 yards 
from where I was set up painting a scene of a church. No one was injured (including the 
tombstones) but it was a reminder to put some fluorescent traffic cones out when 
painting along the roadside.

Living or not, which artists have had the most impact on your artistic 
journey?
 
Oh Man, I get inspiration from so many artists, and have had the pleasure of painting 
with many incredibly talented people that it's hard to say at any given time when their 
influence is going to aid my efforts. I miss Ken Auster, Daryll Hill, I learned so much just 
watching them and being around them. Randy Sexton, Scott Christenson, Colley 
Whisson, Kim Lordier, Lori Putnam are just a few who have impacted me through their 
work, dedication, passion and shared knowledge.

Any closing comments or advice you’d like to share?
 
 Living and painting in Hawaii , I feel so blessed to be able  to paint in plein air in what 
many consider Paradise. Being a part of the  LAPAPA family gives me a feeling of 
connection to plein air artists beyond our shores. It's a kinship that I'm honored to be a 
part of.


